Abstract

The security and reliability of automatic speaker verification systems can be threatened by different types of spoofing attacks using speech synthetic, voice conversion, or replay. The 2-class Gaussian Mixture Model classifier for genuine and spoofed speech is usually used as the baseline in the ASVspoof challenge, which is designed to develop the generalized countermeasures with potential to detect varying and unforeseen spoofing attacks. In the scoring phase, the GMM accumulates the scores on all frames in a test speech independently, and does not consider the relationship between adjacent frames. We propose the 1-D Convolutional Neural Network whose input is the log-probabilities of the speech frames on the GMM components. The new model considers not only the score distribution of GMM components, but also the local relationship of frames. And the pooling is used to extract the speech global character. The Siamese CNN is also proposed, which is based on two GMMs trained on genuine and spoofed speech respectively. Experiments on the ASVspoof 2019 challenge logical and physical access scenarios show that the proposed model can improve performance greatly compared with the baseline systems.
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1. Introduction

Automatic Speaker verification (ASV) aims to automatically confirm the identity of the speaker by given a speech segment [1]. The recent advances in speech technologies have posed a great threat to the ASV system with various spoofing attacks. For example, Constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCCs) [7], which use the constant Q transform (CQT) instead of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to process speech signals, perform better than common Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [8]. Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (LPCCs) [6], Inverse Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (IMFCCs) [9], Rectangular Filter Cepstral Coefficients (RFCCs) [10], Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCCs) [11], Sub-band Spectral Centroid Magnitude Coefficients (SCMCs) [12], and Scattering Cepstral Coefficients (SCC) [13] have been shown to be effective front-ends for spoofing detection.

In the aspect of classifiers, the classical Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [14] is usually used as the baseline system. With the development of deep learning technology, more and more neural network models are applied to spoofing speech detection. Galina [15] employed Light Convolutional Neural Networks (LCNN) with max filter map activation function, which get the best performance in ASVspoof 2017 challenge. Alejandro [16] proposed a hybrid LCNN plus RNN architecture which combines the ability of the LCNNs for extracting discriminative features at frame level with the capacity of gated recurrent unit (GRU) based RNNs for learning long-term dependencies of the subsequent deep features. Moustafa [17] proposed deep residual neural networks for audio spoofing detection, which process MFCC, CQCC and spectrogram input features, respectively. Cheng-I [18] proposed attentive filtering network, which is composed of an attention-based filtering mechanism that enhances feature representation in both the frequency and time domains, and a ResNet-based classifier. Neural network classifiers are reported to give better performance than GMM.

Siamese networks are first proposed by Bromley et al. [19] for signature verification. Siamese CNN contains more than two branches of CNNs which they are often identical. Each branch includes series of convolutional, ReLU, pooling, and fully connected layers [20]. These multiple branches of CNNs are trained simultaneously and they create the same dimension feature vectors. There are many Siamese models such as Siamese, Pseudo-Siamese, and 2-channel [21]. Chen and Salman [22] proposed a regularized Siamese deep network to extract speaker-specific information from MFCCs for a speaker recognition task. Yichi Zhang [23] proposed Siamese style CNNs for sound search by vocal imitation. Kaavya [24] proposed a deep Siamese network to identify pairs of genuine speech samples and pairs of replayed speech samples as being similar and mixed pairs of genuine and replayed speech to be identified as dissimilar.

In the classical GMM, the score is accumulated on all feature frames independently, and each Gaussian component’s contribution information is discarded. The relationship between adjacent frames is also been ignored along the time axis. To address these issues, we proposed 1-D CNN and Siamese CNN using gaussian probability feature for spoofing speech detection.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, extracting of Gaussian probability feature is presented. Section 3 describes the CNN and Siamese CNN for spoofing detection. In section 4, the experimental setup, results and discussion are presented. Finally, section 5 provides the conclusions.
2. Gaussian Probability Feature

2.1. Gaussian Mixture Model

The GMM provides an effective way to describe the speech characters, and one of its powerful attributes is the capability to form smooth approximations to arbitrarily shaped densities. For a d-dimensional feature vector, x, the mixture density used for the likelihood function has the following form:

\[ px = \sum_{i=1}^{M} w_i p_i(x) \]  

(1)

The density is a weighted linear combination of M unimodal Gaussian densities, \( p_i(x) \), each parameterized by a mean \( \mu_i \) vector, and a \( D \times D \) covariance matrix, \( \Sigma_i \):

\[ p_i(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^d |\Sigma_i|}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_i)^\top \Sigma_i^{-1}(x - \mu_i)\right) \]  

(2)

The parameters \( \lambda = \{w_i, \mu_i, \Sigma_i\} \) of GMM are estimated with Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm.

The baseline system includes two GMMs: one for genuine speech and one for spoof speech. For a given test speech utterance \( \mathbf{x} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N] \), the log-likelihood ratio is used to make the human/spoof decision, and the log-likelihood ratio is defined in the following form:

\[ \text{score}_{\text{baseline}} = \log p(\mathbf{x}|\mathbf{\lambda}_h) - \log p(\mathbf{x}|\mathbf{\lambda}_s) \]  

(3)

where \( \mathbf{\lambda}_h \) and \( \mathbf{\lambda}_s \) are the GMMs for human and spoof speech respectively.

2.2. Gaussian Probability Feature

For a speech feature sequence, the GMM accumulates the scores on all frames independently, and does not consider the contribution of every Gaussian component to the final score. Moreover, the relationship between adjacent frames is also been ignored. So, we want to model the score distribution on every GMM component, and propose the Gaussian probability feature.

For a raw frame feature \( x_i \) (CQCC or LFCC in our experiments), the size of new feature \( f_i \) is the order of GMM and the component \( f_{ij} \) is:

\[ f_{ij} = \log(w_j \cdot p_j(x_i)) \]  

(4)

After that, the mean and standard deviation of the training data are calculated and used for mean and variance normalization for each utterance.

3. Siamese Convolutional Neural Network

3.1. 1-D Convolutional Neural Network

With the development of deep learning technology, Convolutional Neural Networks based models have been popularly applied in various machine learning tasks. CNN utilize layers with convolving filters that are applied to local features. We propose the 1-D CNN whose input is the log-probabilities of the speech frames on the GMM components. The new model considers not only the frame scores on GMM, but also the local relationship between frames.

We build our 1-D CNN model upon that of which is proposed for sentence classification [25]. Figure 1 shows the architecture of CNN model.

The GMM is trained on the whole training dataset without labels. The convolutional layer takes the log-probabilities as input features. A convolution operation involves a filter which is applied to a window of features to produce a new feature. Then a max-over-time pooling operation is applied over the feature map and the maximum value is taken as the feature corresponding to this particular filter. The idea is to capture the most important feature—one with the highest value—for each feature map. This pooling scheme naturally deals with variable speech lengths. The model uses multiple filters (with varying window sizes) to obtain multiple features. These concatenated features form the penultimate layer and are passed to a fully connected layer with dropout and softmax output. Final the output of model is the probability distribution over genuine and spoofed speech labels. In our experiments, sizes of the filter windows are 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and each filter has 512 feature maps. The dropout rate in fully connected layer is 0.5.

![Figure 1: CNN Model architecture for spoofing detection.](image)

3.2. Siamese Convolutional Neural Network

We also propose a Siamese CNN for spoofing speech detection, which is based on two GMMs trained on genuine and spoofed speech respectively. The proposed network architecture is depicted in Figure 2.

The Siamese CNN contains two identical CNNs, each of which has the same architecture in previous section except for the fully connected layer. The input of convolutional layer is log-probabilities calculated separately by two GMMs in the baseline system. The branches of CNNs are trained simultaneously on training dataset and they create two same dimension embedding vectors. Then we concatenate these two vectors and input it to the fully connected layer with dropout and softmax output.
4. Experiments

4.1. Setup

The experiments were run on the ASVspoof 2019 database consisting of bona fide and spoofed speech signals which are derived from the VCTK base corpus. The database encompasses two partitions for the assessment of logical access (LA) and physical access (PA) scenarios. The LA scenario involves spoofing attacks that are injected directly into the ASV system. Attacks in the LA scenario are generated using the latest text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) and voice conversion (VC) technologies. For the PA scenario, speech data is assumed to be captured by a microphone in a physical, reverberant space. ASVspoof 2019 corpus is divided into three no speakers overlap subsets: training, development and evaluation. And three data subsets are all split into two parts, namely the bona fide and the spoofed speech. More detailed description of these subsets can be found in [26]. Performance is measured in terms of minimum t-DCF and EER.

In the experiments, we used constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) and linear frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) as acoustic features for anti-spoofing. The CQCC is extracted with the CQT analysis of speech, and has been shown to perform competitively better than other features in speaker spoofing detection. LFCC is similar to MFCC except for the use of a linear-scaled in place of a Mel-scaled filterbank, thereby giving a constant spectral resolution. LFCC has also been applied to speech recognition, speaker recognition, and spoofing detection. The feature extractors are matlab implementation of spoofing detection baseline system provided by the organizers. The feature extractors use the default configuration.

The baseline is two separate GMMs system, which are trained using maximum-likelihood criteria from genuine and spoofed speech-data respectively. We train GMMs with 512 mixtures and 30 EM iterations using the MSR Identity Toolbox [27] implementation. The log-likelihood ratio of each tested speech sample from the genuine model and spoofed model is taken as the final score during evaluation.

We implemente our neural network models using PyTorch and train models using a machine with a GTX 1080 Ti GPU. Cross-entropy loss is adopted as the loss criterion and Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.0001 is used during the training process. The batch size is set to 32 in all experiments.

### 4.2. Results on ASVspoof 2019 LA scenario

The LA scenario contains bona fide speech and spoofed speech data generated using 17 different TTS and VC systems. There are 6 algorithms (3 speech synthesis algorithms, 1 TTS system implementation, and 2 voice conversion) included in the training and development data. To obtain more generalized systems under mismatched conditions, the evaluation contains 14 kinds of spoofed speech generated by unseen spoofing algorithms. Table 1 and 2 show the results on the ASVspoof 2019 LA scenario obtained by the baseline systems and our Siamese CNN systems using CQCC and LFCC respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>dev</th>
<th>eval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.00665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.00355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.00287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed Siamese CNN system outperforms the baseline systems on the development and evaluation datasets obviously. Specifically, the LFCC + Siamese CNN system improves the baseline system min-tDCF and EER by 55.29% and 50.06% on the evaluation dataset, respectively. Both CNN and Siamese CNN can get little performance improvement using CQCC feature compared with LFCC + GMM system. Maybe our new model is more compatible with LFCC feature.

### 4.3. Results on ASVspoof 2019 PA scenario

The physical access condition considers spoofing attacks that are performed at the sensor level. Spoofing attacks in this scenario are therefore referred to as replay attacks, whereby a recording of a bona fide access attempt is first captured, presumably surreptitiously, before being replayed to the ASV microphone. Table 3 and 4 show the results on the ASVspoof 2019 PA scenario obtained by the baseline systems and our Siamese CNN systems using CQCC and LFCC respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>dev</th>
<th>eval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN</td>
<td><strong>0.710</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.019</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed Siamese CNN system outperforms the baseline systems on the development and evaluation datasets obviously. Specifically, the LFCC + Siamese CNN system improves the baseline system min-tDCF and EER by 55.29% and 50.06% on the evaluation dataset, respectively. Both CNN and Siamese CNN can get little performance improvement using CQCC feature compared with LFCC + GMM system. Maybe our new model is more compatible with LFCC feature.
In this paper, we proposed CNN and Siamese CNN models using Gaussian probability feature for spoofing speech detection. The classical GMM accumulates the scores on all frames independently, and does not consider the contribution of every Gaussian component to the final score. And the relationship between adjacent frames is also been ignored. For an utterance, the Gaussian probability feature includes the score distribution on each GMM component. We propose the 1-D CNN model which considers not only the frame scores on GMM, but also the local relationship between frames. We also propose a Siamese CNN for spoofing speech detection, which is based on two GMMs trained on genuine and spoofed speech respectively. The experimental results on the ASVspoof 2019 database show that the proposed Siamese CNN can improve performance greatly.

For future work, it is essential to explore new neural network architecture to model Gaussian probability feature. ResNet has good performance in many machine learning tasks, and we will consider the similar architecture combining with the new feature. Many studies have showed that the combined CNN and LSTM model produced a more robust model. High performance of CNN-LSTM model is due combining capability of CNN to capture short-term feature relations and LSTM to capture longer-term temporal feature relations. We will explore the CNN-LSTM model in spoof speech detection. On the other hand, these new models will also be applied to speaker recognition in future.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed CNN and Siamese CNN models using Gaussian probability feature for spoofing speech detection. The classical GMM accumulates the scores on all frames independently, and does not consider the contribution of every Gaussian component to the final score. And the relationship between adjacent frames is also been ignored. For an utterance, the Gaussian probability feature includes the score distribution on each GMM component. We propose the 1-D CNN model which considers not only the frame scores on GMM, but also the local relationship between frames. We also propose a Siamese CNN for spoofing speech detection, which is based on two GMMs trained on genuine and spoofed speech respectively. The experimental results on the ASVspoof 2019 database show that the proposed Siamese CNN can improve performance greatly.

For future work, it is essential to explore new neural network architecture to model Gaussian probability feature. ResNet has good performance in many machine learning tasks, and we will consider the similar architecture combining with the new feature. Many studies have showed that the combined CNN and LSTM model produced a more robust model. High performance of CNN-LSTM model is due combining capability of CNN to capture short-term feature relations and LSTM to capture longer-term temporal feature relations. We will explore the CNN-LSTM model in spoof speech detection. On the other hand, these new models will also be applied to speaker recognition in future.
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Table 3: Results on ASVspoof 2019 Physical Access in terms of min-tdcf and EER (%) using CQCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>dev EER</th>
<th>min-tdcf EER</th>
<th>eval EER</th>
<th>min-tdcf EER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results on ASVspoof 2019 Physical Access in terms of min-tdcf and EER (%) using LFCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>dev EER</th>
<th>min-tdcf EER</th>
<th>eval EER</th>
<th>min-tdcf EER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siamese CNN</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar performance improvement can be obtained on the PA dataset. Siamese CNN can get the best performance, and CNN get little worse results. And Siamese CNN get more performance improvement compared with the baseline system using LFCC feature. The LFCC + Siamese CNN system achieves a relative 38.14% and 32.06% better performance than LFCC + GMM on the evaluation set in min-TDCF and EER, respectively.


